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Reckoning with feminicide
Diane Kahlo’s Wall of Memories

Something’s happening here

Occupy Lexington Day 3. Crowds have increased each of the 12 days the block has been occupied.
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By Beth Connors-Manke

until november 4, the Tuska 
Center for Contemporary art at the 
university of Kentucky is exhibiting 
Wall of Memories: The Disappeared 
Senoritas of Ciudad Juárez by lexington 
artist Diane Kahlo. The show presents 
portraits of the more than 350 disap-
peared and murdered women of Juárez, 
mexico.

· · · · ·
It’s not shocking until you remem-

ber that they’ve been killed—horribly. 
In the portraits they are darling young 
girls, outlined in gold, as if they are 
everything we’d want: innocent, curi-
ous, luminous and fresh in the world.

sometimes a frame has a name 
but no portrait. Instead, there’s a small 
metal bird, or a sequined butterfly, or a 
rose, or La Virgen, or the sacred Heart. 
These girls seem further from us, their 
violent erasure more complete.

· · · · ·
One of these girls had four heart 

attacks before she finally died, her heart 
trying to protect her from the horror. 
another girl was simply a vest found in 
the desert; her mother has nothing else 
by which to identify her.

· · · · ·
In 1993, young women began dis-

appearing in Ciudad Juárez, mexico, 
which sits across the border from el 
Paso, Texas. The young women, often 
workers at the assembly plants along 

the border, are found around the city or 
in the desert, tortured and mutilated. 
many believe that the murders are par-
tially the result of neoliberal economic 
policies, drug trafficking, and govern-
mental corruption. One can only say 
‘partially’ because the murders have 
never been solved and the situation in 
Juárez is a confusing web of violence, 
drugs, conspiracies, and fear. While 
many news reports put the number at 
350, scores more women are believed 
to have been killed under similar 
circumstances.

· · · · ·
Kahlo: “The portraits are very tiny. 

I want them to be little precious icons—
to take someone who has been consid-
ered disposable and make an iconic 
image of her, immortalizing her.”

· · · · ·
The room is bright, the frames are 

purple, the crosses anchored in sand are 
pink, the girls are luminous: the exhibit 
doesn’t feel like death. But if you’re in 
it, if you sit with what this room has 
become—walls lined with the evidence 
of feminicide—you understand the 
world you live in that much less.

· · · · ·
Femicidio, femicide: “the murder of 

women.”
Feminicidio, feminicide: “the homi-

cide against women, it’s really directed 
against women—almost like geno-
cide against women, because they are 
women. It’s a concern among feminists 

and activists in the southwest; it’s cer-
tainly a mark of globalization.”

“There’s murder against women all 
over the world, but this is right at our 
border, it’s right at our back door. most 
people attribute it to naFTa. There were 
factories that produced goods for export 
in the border cities before naFTa, but 
after naFTa was implemented, thou-
sands of these maquiladoras sprung up.”

“People come from all over mexico 
looking for work, and they come to 
the city [Juárez] because of the facto-
ries. They are hiring mostly women 
because women don’t want as much—
they don’t want as much per hour, they 
don’t rebel as much as men would. The 
women were coming, often leaving 
their families behind. They are coming 
and they are alone—they have no sup-
port system at all.”

“Juarez doesn’t have the infrastruc-
ture for that many factories, that many 
people. so shantytowns grew up around 
Ciudad Juárez. many young women 
are coming and going from work and 
school into these shantytowns. They 
don’t have their families and sometimes 
people don’t even know when they are 
missing, so there are many who are 
unaccounted for, too.”

· · · · ·
looking at the double row of por-

traits lining the gallery, you realize that 
after the first one or two (does anyone 

This project generator is open 
to writers, visual artists, filmmak-
ers, performance artists, and musi-
cians working on projects about 
visceral social and political issues, 
especially those related to violence. 
The goal of the workshop is to 
gather together writers and artists 
to share their current projects and 
to catalyze future multi-modal, 
collaborative, politically-engaged 
projects in lexington.

Diane Kahlo, creator of Wall 
of Memories: The Disappeared 
Senoritas of Ciudad Juárez, 
will speak about her process of 
researching and depicting the 
women killed in Juárez, as well as 
her theoretical approach to femini-
cide and the socio-political issues 
along the u.s.-mexican border.

set in the midst of Kahlo’s 
powerful Wall of Memories exhibit, 
the project generator will be held on 
Thursday, October 20 from 6:30-
8:00 P.m. in the Tuska Center 
for Contemporary art at the 
university of Kentucky. Kahlo’s 
Wall of Memories: The Disappeared 
Senoritas of Ciudad Juárez will be 
showing until november 4, 2011.

The event is free and open to 
the public. Pre-register by emailing 
b.connors-manke@uky.edu.

Depicting the 
difficult: a project 
generator for 
writers and artists

A nation starts to mobilize Occupy Main Street
By Michael Benton

The question that must be asked 
is whether we are witnessing the birth 
of a new social movement in america. 
as I am writing this article Occupy 
Wall street is starting Day 25 and it 
is spreading on a national and global 
scale. There are now Occupations and 
meetups in 1359 cities operating in 
solidarity with the protesters in new 
york City. (you can find lists of cur-
rent Occupations across the globe at 
www.meetup.com/occupytogether.) 
Occupy lexington was the third city 
to organize an Occupation when a few 
protesters gathered on september 29 
at noon in front of the Downtown JP 
morgan Chase Bank plaza.

I first heard about the plans for 
the occupation of Wall street from 
Adbusters’ editor and writer micah 

White in July of 2011. soon afterward, 
I saw the ads of a ballerina doing a pir-
ouette on top of the iconic Wall street 
bull statue appearing in the magazine’s 
september 2011 “Post-anarchism” 
issue and in various announcements 
from activist groups.

slowly people started discussing the 
possibilities of the occupation through 
emails, in person, and on forums.

Global roots: Looking 
east, south and west

Where, then, did the inspiration 
for the Occupy Wall st. and the soli-
darity protests arise from? Perhaps the 
most electrifying moment was the arab 
spring of 2011 which seemed to happen 
spontaneously across the middle east 
and north africa, with predominantly 

continued on page 7

By Danny Mayer

“Don’t be fooled by the complaints 
that the Occupy Wall street move-
ment hasn’t got a clear set of demands. 
everybody in a position of power 
knows exactly what the people want. 
They simply don’t want to acknowl-
edge it. Because, one issue at a time, the 
demands all boil down to one thing: we 
don’t want you running the world any 
more. you’re bad at it. The future you 
imagine is a vision of hell. If I were in 
charge, I wouldn’t want to acknowl-
edge that, either.”

—Ben Tripp, “What are 
your demands?”

The day before it came to 
lexington, the Wednesday Herald-
Leader ran a feature piece tout-
ing the new Tiffany Jewelry Plant 

as a “’super-duper’ addition to city,” 
september 28, 2011, my first trail cut 
into the Occupy main street protests 
comes from the west and the south, fer-
rying across an 8:00 a.m. traffic jam 
along Vine at Rupp arena, eddying 
south and then west around the home-
less encampment cut into the honey-
suckle understory lining DeRoode, and 
then whomping it to City Hall, which 
sits chilled in the early-morning shadow 
of the JP morgan Chase Building, for 
a meeting with Councilmember steve 
Kay regarding the amount of public 
money that might be committed to 
flow into the proposed Rupp arena 
entertainment District.

an hour before its noon Thursday 
start, I come from the north under a 
late morning sun, traveling against 

continued on page 7
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The Neighborhood

Though later it turned out that the couch had belonged to Dalbert, when we first asked him if it was 
his—as a way to get to the follow-up question, “Will you sit on it for a photograph?”—he said he had 
no idea whose couch it was and continued to work on repairing his truck. We asked a few more people, 
all of whom said no. Before long, alpha came out of the house, having just finished showering. she had 
overheard our questions and wanted to be photographed. Cleveland and his wife Janet approached at that 
very moment and asked if they, too, could be in the picture. Once the three of them expressed interest, 
Dalbert, too, joined the couch party.

Image and text by Kurt Gohde and Kremena Todorova, Discarded project.

159 Rand
Dalbert, Alpha, Janet, and Cleveland

Life in a branded world
Advertising landscapes

Announcements

By Dave Cooper

I am standing on new Circle Road, 
and this is what I see: flags everywhere.

One flag says “90 Day Refills.” 
The next one reads “One Hour Photo.” 
Then “Drive Through Pharmacy.” In 
the next block, a matching pair of flags 
shouts out the message “sOnIC.” Just 
past the flags is a large sign that says 
“salvation army Thrift store.” across 
the street another announces “Brothers 
auto sales.”

looking up and down the road: 
“swifty - Pay Cash and save,” “Burgers 
99 shakes,” Check advance, Golden 
Corral, advance auto Parts, Beds 
To Go, Bryan station Inn, “We Buy 
Gold,” “Buy sell Trade anything 
of Value,” Quality auto sales, “We 
Buy anything,” “GOlD,” “For 
sale,” Kroger, Firestone, marathon, 
Demovellan.com, “now Hiring,” Frito-
lay sun Chips, “Welcome uK Credit 
union members,” Fed ex, “Financing 
available,” “Free Carfax Report,” “Big 
G express Trucking.” On the corner 
is my favorite: “s&m Pawn shop—
Where Courtesy is a must.”

It’s enough to make you sick, all of 
this visual junk. most outdoor adver-
tising is done as garishly as possible, 
using big, thick block letters to bash us 
over the heads with thick, blockheaded 
messages. 

On new Circle Road, at a given 
point, it is possible to read as many as 
42 different advertising messages up 
and down the roadway.This number 

does not include those ubiquitous little 
plastic yard signs in the medians. From 
my new Circle Road vantage point, I 
can see one that says “I Buy Diabetic 
Test strips.” (used ones?, I wonder.) 
nor does it include the orgy of advertis-
ing that exists at most gas stations and 
convenience stores. some have so many 
decals and stickers on their front glass 
doors that you can barely see inside. 
Outside on the light poles, zip-ties 
affix cheap, ugly plastic signs advertis-
ing beer, cigarettes, lottery tickets and 
soda. Running out of light poles, I have 
noted that cigarette and beer compa-
nies sometimes drive metal fence posts 
into the ground—then attach more 
signs to the fence posts.

In my neighborhood a marathon 
station employs a yellow plastic cor-
rugated sign with a picture of a cow 
stampeding across a dusty plain and 
the word “lOnGHORn” at the 
top. alongside the cow it says “neW 
lOOK! same GReaT TasTe!” 
nearby pictures of two plastic tobacco 
tins are accompanied by text reading, 
“long Cut Wintergreen” and “Fine 
Cut natural” flavors.

How did we allow things to get 
this bad?

Adbusters
This constant bombardment of 

advertising cheapens and degrades 
our quality of life. It’s visual clutter. 
Outdoor advertising assaults our senses 
and desensitizes us. It’s stupid, crude 
and ugly. It uplifts no one. Just imagine 

how beautiful it would be if every sign 
and billboard on the northeast part of 
new Circle was replaced by a mature 
tree, providing cooling shade in the 
summer for all the motorists stuck 
in traffic. Wouldn’t that be better for 
everyone?

many years ago I subscribed to 
an anti-consumerism magazine called 
Adbusters. They advocated, among 
other things, “Buy nothing Day” on 
the Friday after Thanksgiving every 
year. [editor’s note: see michael 
Benton’s “a nation starts to mobilize,” 
in this issue.]

The main thrust of Adbusters was 
culture-jamming: using advertising 
against itself. One of the most famous 

Adbusters images, a 1990s satire of 
the Camel cigarettes cartoon icon Joe 
Camel, was “Joe Chemo.”

There’s nothing funny about che-
motherapy, of course, but at the time, 
the tobacco wars were still raging and 
the cigarette companies deserved every 
bashing they got, and then some.

Adbusters also subtly encouraged 
and inspired readers to perform bill-
board liberations: modifying billboards 
to ridicule or subvert the advertising 
message. I only did this one time, in 
meigs County, Ohio, at mountain 
Justice spring Break in 2008. We sta-
ple-gunned a bed sheet with a large 
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continued on page 8

UK Lecture on autonomous spaces
On Friday, October 14, John Paul 

Jones and Keith Woodward will deliver 
a talk on the politics of autonomous 
spaces.

Jones is a former geography pro-
fessor at uK and current Dean of 
the College of social and Behavioral 
sciences at the university of arizona, 
while Woodward is a former uK grad 
student flunkie now a geography pro-
fessor in madison, Wisconsin.

The talk will take place in the 
West end Boardroom, 18th Floor of 
the Patterson Office Tower, at 4 P.m. 
Free drinks follow at the reception, 
6:00 until the booze runs out, in the 
uK Commonwealth House (Gaines 
Center), located on maxwell behind 
memorial Coliseum.

Lattitude’s Lives shaped by boxes
On Thursday, October 20, 

“lives shaped by boxes...”, a box-
folding ritual performance/medi-
tation, will take place at latitude 
artist Community, 167 saunier 
street. “Boxes” examines the tedium 
associated with work/employment 
common to those considered to have 
disabilities, a group offered mostly 
isolating and unfulfilling employ-
ment/labor opportunities.

For more info, contact Bruce 
Burris (859) 806-0195, latitudearts@
yahoo.com

Homeless resource connections
On Thursday, October 20, Central 

Christian Church (205 e. short street) 
will host a variety of community out-
reach programs aimed at those who 
do not have access to regular shelter. 
available at the resource connection: 
Health screenings, comfort kits, Va 
and social security benefits informa-
tion, and referrals to a variety of other 
services such as housing, employment 
and general relief. The resource fair 
will last from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 
P.m.

NoC Fund-raiser Nov. 1
The first ever North of Center 

fund-raiser is scheduled to take place 
throughout the night of Tuesday, 
november 1. It will draw attention to 
some things the paper does and values: 
public watersheds, public air waves, 
and public music-making.

With the desire to make money 
and remain 
committed to 
open access 
for all, the 
f und-ra i s e r 
will be made 
up of three 
related events: 
B e t w e e n 
6:00 and 
8:30 Pm at 
John lackey’s 

Homegrown Press studio, we will host 
Rat shed Radio for the fat-cat admission 
price of $25.  modeled on an old-timey 
radio show, Rat shed will feature read-
ings and music related to the Kentucky 
River watershed. local first from Harlan 
to Port Royal.

For those out of town or without 
the means to leave their home or work-
place, at 8:30 Pm NoC editor Danny 
mayer will co-host on Brian Connor-
manke’s Tuesday night WRFl radio 
show, Flying Kites at night. Those 
in lexington can tune their dials all 
the way to the left and volume all the 
way up to hear the show; out of radio-
wavers can log onto the WRFl website 
to listen in live.

mayer will do two 30-minute sets 
of John Hartford songs that celebrate 
public radio, regional local history and 
river life. Tune in and sing and dance 
and laugh and share in on the good 
times collectively with everyone else.

The final event starts at 8:00 and 
can run until whenever you want to 
leave (or when Will needs you to leave). 
Head to al’s Bar for open-mic night, 
where admission and music-listening 
is free, and PBR and High-lifes are 
2-for-1 all night. mayer has reserved 
a 30-minute “set” at open mic, begin-
ning precisely at 9:00 P.m. sharp.

at this time, the bar will listen col-
lectively to thirty-minutes  of exquisite 
John Hartford musical love piped in on 
the radio waves.  more live free, pub-
lic music will commence thereafter. at 
al’s all night, we will be taking volun-
tary donations and handling raffles to 
fundraise to keep the paper running.

Times are tight and there are more 
worthy places to give. But if you can 
spare a dollar, please do. and if you can’t, 
enjoy the free music, collective gathering 
and good vibes. They are important.

Check noclexington.com for event updates.
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Encounter at Steamboat Hollow
Frankfort to Elkhorn: an imaginative stretch

Reckoning (cont.)

continued on page 6

May Day Kid cries out against corruption at JP Morgan Chase.
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By Wes Houp

Editor’s note: The slackwater venture 
paddlists have floated through Frankfort, 
down Lock 4, and arrived at Steamboat 
Hollow on mile 58 of the Kentucky River, 
where they have braved stinging nettles, 
set up camp and eaten of a buffalo sau-
sage four-squash red sauce ladled over a 
slightly al dente penne pasta. On a night 
walk of the bottom, the author has become 
separated from the rest of the party.

“Do you own this place?” I asked 
in the quavering tone of a child who’s 
just crossed a forbidden fence. “I just 
stopped here to stretch my legs. I’ve 
been paddling all day.”

“son, I’ve seen your camp and your 
comrades. your dinner and subsequent 
grunts of satisfaction reminded me of 
the commendations heaped upon James 
Harrod by new members at his Boiling 
springs settlement in the summer of 
1775. They were as much impressed 
with his ability to cook as by his great 
knowledge of the country. They were 
delighted by his ‘excellent stew of buf-
falo and as much lettuce and endive as 
they could eat.’ I mean you and your 
company no harm. But I’d appreciate 
your cooperation. Just come with me.”

The figure turned, faced in the 
direction of the bluff and pointed. 
“Just up the hill, there in the woods.” 
He began walking, one arm extended 
before him, the other motioning me to 
join him.

Despite gripping fear, I began to 
move, but rather than join him my 
legs hefted me on a parallel course. The 
succulent stalks of soybeans snapped 
beneath me, their velvety foliage sweep-
ing reluctantly against my pajamas. I 
was drawn on phantom power toward 
an ever-deepening darkness of wood. 
In a matter of minutes I stood in the 
overhang of the tree-line, the soy field 
now enveloped behind me. The figure 
was gone, and I quickly dropped to one 
knee to conceal my location. a twig 
snapped directly in front of me, and 

there the figure reappeared, arms on 
each hip, no more than four feet from 
my crouched position.

Colonel Chinn reveals himself
“It’s okay, lad. I’m more famil-

iar to you than you might recognize. 
The name’s Chinn. Colonel George 
morgan Chinn, although you can just 
call me Colonel.”

“Colonel Chinn of mercer County? 
The Colonel Chinn who lived in the 
stone house atop the palisade opposite 
minter’s Branch near High Bridge? The 
Colonel Chinn, former director of the 
Kentucky Historical society?” I asked, 
straining to see his face.

“The one and only.” suddenly a 
match-head exploded in the darkness 
and rose to meet the bowl of a burled 
pipe clinched in his jaw. The figure 
wore marine Corps dress blues and 
white hat, and an arm extended, the 
hand opened for a shake. Rising slowly 
to my feet, I hesitantly took the cal-
loused hand in mine.

“sir, pleasure to meet you, sir. 
But…uh…didn’t you die sometime in 
the late ‘80s?”

“Well, that’s a matter for seman-
tic…” He paused and removed the 
pipe from his mouth. “let’s just say it’s 
a matter for ontological conjecture. It 
seems that those of us who make the 
river a life-long obsession never pass 
away completely. The river, as you might 
have suspected, persists in us, a living, 
flowing history, and finds its way into 
the bloodstream, even when the blood-
stream dries up. everything, after all, 
is part of the same living current, just 
as Thoreau mused to his brother near 
the end of their week-long float down 
Concord and merrimack:

‘all things seemed with us to flow; 
the shore itself, and the distant cliffs, 
were dissolved by the undiluted air. 
The hardest material seemed to obey 
the same law with the most fluid, and 
so indeed in the long run it does. Trees 
were but rivers of sap and woody fibre, 
flowing from the atmosphere, and emp-
tying into the earth by their trunks, as 

their roots flowed upward to the sur-
face. and in the heavens there were 
rivers of stars, and milky ways, already 
beginning to gleam and ripple over our 
heads. There were rivers of rock on the 
surface of the earth, and rivers of ore 
in its bowels, and our thoughts flowed 
and circulated, and this portion of time 
was but the current hour. let us wan-
der where we will, the universe is built 
round about us, and we are central 
still. If we look into the heavens they 
are concave, and if we were to look into 
a gulf as bottomless, it would be con-
cave also. The sky is curved downward 
to the earth in the horizon, because 
we stand on the plain. I draw down its 
skirts. The stars so low there seem loath 
to depart, but by a circuitous path to 
be remembering me, and returning on 
their steps.’

so here I am yet, my hand flow-
ing into yours on this beautiful gift of 
a night.”

The Colonel continued: “What 
started out as a casual get away for you 
boys several years ago—an opportu-
nity to get out of town and lollygag 
on the water—has turned into quite 
a quest, an obsession if you will. you 
are driven to paddle this whole blessed 
river, and you won’t be satisfied until 
you set foot on the muddy banks of the 
Ohio. I know. I’ve been watching your 
progression.”

I balked. “you’ve been watching? 
How is that possible?”

“Hey, son, anything’s possible when 
you’ve experienced the kind of tran-
substantiation that I’ve experienced. 

even know who the first one was, you 
wonder), the rest probably didn’t mat-
ter to those who could have stopped the 
violence. If you don’t intercede after the 
murders of angélica márquez ledezma 
(15 years old) or martha Gabriela 
Houlgín Reyes (22 years old), then 
ana azucena martínez Pérez (9 years 
old) and the hundreds of others seem 
nothing more than proof of corrup-
tion, misogyny, and a profound sadism 
structuring our world. Those with the 
power to stop the brutality have neither 
the courage nor the inclination. I count 
us among those people.

· · · · ·
“These murders were happening 

before the drug cartels were quite as 
prevalent. many people feel the law-
lessness [in Juárez] is now due to the 
impunity of these murders that began 
in the early 90s. For instance, women 
are found murdered, beaten, strangled, 
raped, mutilated. nobody is going to 
jail, nobody is being punished for it. so 
it becomes a lawless land.”

· · · · ·
If you wonder in what manner 

the women were murdered, beaten, 
strangled, raped, mutilated, if you are 
curious about details, wonder why 
you are wondering. This isn’t Law & 
Order SVU, which makes women’s and 
children’s violations a nightly private 
entertainment.

Instead, meditate on what it feels 
like to have your last moments of life be 
sheer terror, excruciating pain. Wonder 
if, after experiencing that brutality, 
death comes as a welcomed relief.

· · · · ·
“sometimes I become very sad-

dened, very affected by it [the work] 
because I am looking into the faces of 

continued from page 1 these beautiful young girls, some as 
young as 10 or 11—the average prob-
ably being 16, 17, 18. you see some of 
them in their graduation outfits with 
their mortarboards, some of them in 
their tiaras for their quinceañeras.”

“so it’s hard, many of them look 
like my daughter. I see one occasion-
ally that looks like me when I was 
16. like you do in medicine, I have 
to detach myself sometimes and just 
look at a face as a formal structure—
there’s a shadow here or there—
because I do become deeply, deeply 
saddened by it.”

· · · · ·
Kahlo has more strength and 

courage than I (or probably you) do. I 
couldn’t be with this—be in this alien 
world of death as everyday currency—
as she has done for years.

· · · · ·
“We’ve all heard how many thou-

sands died in Vietnam. But when you 
go to that wall, you see all those names 
so it becomes very real and very tac-
tile, too. I felt like painting the por-
traits went a step further: it really per-
sonalized these faces—even though I 
am not going to have faces for all of 
them.”

“nor can I ever possibly finish 
because the murders continue.”

· · · · ·
at the entrance to the exhibit is 

an ofrenda, an altar at which to leave 
prayers for the dead or the wounded. 
after reckoning with the feminicide in 
Juárez, it’s hard to know what kind of 
prayer to offer.

All quotations from an interview with 
Diane Kahlo in February 2011. In part 
two of this series, Beth will report more on 
the feminicide and socio-economic situa-
tion in Ciudad Juárez.

A previous incarnation of the Wall of Memories exhibit, when the work was still in 
process.
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NoC News

Josie Rose, the may Day Kid, 
attended her first occupation on Friday, 
september 30, Day 2 of the Occupy 
main street gathering in front of JP 
morgan Chase Bank in downtown 
lexington. It was the day before her 
5-month birthday.

Though Josie did not speak directly 
to reporters, her father told NoC that he 
felt it important to let his baby feel the 
excitement of people working to make 
a better world. “I want her to know 
that she was here, that her body helped 
forge a local dent in this large moment 
of world history making. I want her to 
grow up feeling what it is like to stand 
with people, together, publicly.”

For her part, the Kid (born may 
1, 2011), made her solidarity known 
by screaming loudly and wagging her 
fingers vigorously upon her approach to 
the JP brand logo. Dad couldn’t have 
been more proud and speculated that--
since Josie was due for a feeding soon--
the cry was in solidarity for all children 
experiencing hunger.

“JP morgan has a significant pres-
ence in the food stamp business,” he 
noted. as an issuer of food stamp 
“debit cards” (eBT accounts) for 26 
states and Washington D.C., the bank 

has a strong foothold in the profit-
able business of public welfare man-
agement. “This includes Kentucky,” 
mayer continued. “With the state 
outsourcing its responsibilities to the 
public, JP makes money by charging 
service fees on the eBT cards. Call it a 
corporate taxation on poor and lower-
middle class america. How many 
kids’ families can’t buy bread because 
they’re paying three dollar bank trans-
action fees on their food purchases to 
maintain the inflated salaries at JP 
morgan?”

and with food stamp participants 
increasing from 26 million to 46 mil-
lion u.s. residents over the past four 
years, the market has become so profit-
able that even an executive at the bank 
openly acknowledges that food stamps 
are a very important business to JP 
morgan.

“no wonder the may Day Kid is 
screaming bloody murder,” mayer con-
cluded. “I’m pissed, too.”

Editor’s Note: The Kid soon returned 
home, where she consumed her first solid 
meal as a human being. It was a gruel 
of ground meal and mother’s milk that 
she took happily from a spoon held by her 
mother’s hands, truly a special feast to 
mark a memorable day.

May Day Kid attends 1st protest
Josie Rose wags fingers at JP
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Live music to be a human being to: 10/13 - 21

so last time out I was pretty down, 
and couldn’t really muster the energy 
to tell you about all the wonderful live 
music due to be played in our fair city 
in the fortnight following the last issue’s 
publication. as you almost certainly 
don’t recall, I was feeling confused and 
hurt by Opeth’s latest release, and the 
world of music seemed so barren.

But I’m good now; I’m over it. I 
got my groove back. I still don’t like the 
album, but it’s a big world, you see, and 
there’s much more to listen to. such as...

Thursday, October 13

Greg abate
Natasha’s; 112 Esplanade. 9 P.M.

you like jazz? no? Then you’re a 
goddamn Philistine. enjoy your algo-
rithmically generated, mass-marketed 
bullshit “music.” In fact, let’s see what 

you’re listening to these days...a quick 
check of the Billboard charts reveals 
that adele still holds you in sway. yeah, 
whatever. number two: maroon 5 and 
Christina aguilera. What, alvin and 
the Chipmunks weren’t available to 
collaborate?

moving on: Foster the People. I 
have no idea what that is. Can’t be good. 
number four: Gym Class Heroes fea-
turing adam levine. Wait—is that?—
goddammit, yes it is. Chipmunk dude 
is everywhere. What’s your fascination 
with castrati? Have the emasculating 
tendencies of american life in the new 
millennium subconsciously convinced 
you that male singers sound best in 
the gonad-free vocal range? For Pete’s 
sake, go listen to four hours of Teddy 
Pendergrass and get your mind right.

I’ve never heard of #5, #6, #7, #8, 
#9, #10, or #11. #12 is lady Gaga, and 
Jackson Cofer can say whatever he likes, 
but I still think she’s an immoral influ-
ence. anyway, #13, #14...#19, #20...
none of this is worth a damn. next 
page: wait—Britney spears is still mak-
ing records? Well, it’s your fault, isn’t it? 
you bought that crap in the ‘90s, and 
now she thinks she’s got a mandate.

#21...I can’t even continue with 
this. you realize you listen to this 
worthless noise because you’ve been 
told that you’re supposed to like it, 
right? you don’t even actually know 
if you do like it, do you? I mean, it’s 
what all your friends listen to, so like 
a lamb to slaughter, you follow the 
crowd. meanwhile, there’s an a&R 
guy...no, wait, they don’t even have 
a&R guys anymore, because all this 
“music” is now designed by a computer 
program that analyzes and corresponds 
sales trends with harmonic content and 

rhythmic components. This is true. 
Don’t believe it? like to believe in a 
creation myth? look it up for yourself.

and this is why you don’t like jazz: 
a person actually made it. Jazz hasn’t 
been vetted by one of the four remain-
ing record labels on earth. It doesn’t 
follow a computer-determined formula. 
In fact, because it’s human music, it 
changes all the time; what comes out of 
Greg abate’s saxophone one night isn’t 
necessarily what’s gonna come out the 
next, or what he played on the record. 
Jazz players don’t use algorithms, man. 
They just play.

so, you can live your so-called life 
as they want you to, or you can find 
your own path. lexington doesn’t 
get many players as accomplished as 
abate, so your path ought to wind by 
natasha’s on Thursday. If not, enjoy 
what they give you.

Friday, October 14

These united states
Cosmic Charlie’s; 388 Woodland. 9 P.M.

I just wrote about these guys a few 
weeks ago, so instead of rehashing the 
past, I’ll just tell you that their music 
is almost certainly better than whatever 
you listened to in the car today. and by 
a large margin, I’ll warrant. Go ahead: 
prove me wrong.

Saturday, October 15

Dom Wier
Lynagh’s; 384 Woodland. 9 P.M.

as you might suspect, the process 
of composing this music calendar con-
sists of little more than surfing youtube 
videos and writing snarky remarks for 
a few hours, in the hope of eliciting a 
chuckle or two from the three or four 
of you who actually read this page. 
However, every now and again I find 
a new artist who surprises me, who 
excites me, and who makes me genu-
inely enthusiastic. In the case of Dom 
Wier, I’m pleased to find an artist who 
plays straight-up american rock ‘n’ 
roll, the way John mellencamp used to 
play it, without artifice, pretension, or 
self-consciousness.

Because that’s the thing now, to 
be ironic, isn’t it? as always, it’s the 
hipsters’ fault. you can’t just be aware 
of the absurdity of human existence 
and still write earnest, heartfelt, true-
believer music anymore, right? no, you 
have to be too cool for that, right? Well, 
then Dom Wier isn’t cool enough for 
you. Go listen to your deconstruction-
ist post-rock and smirk into your Pabst. 
Dom is gonna rock the house anyway.

—Buck Edwards

Sunday, October 16

In Defence with Hate shrines
Green Lantern; 497 West Third. 9 P.M.

For those of you, like me, who grew 
up not only listening to underground 
metal but underground hardcore as 
well, you will be delighted to check out 
a band playing the Green lantern by 
the name of In Defence. These guys 
hail from st. Paul, minnesota, and play 
music in the vein of old school hardcore 
bands such as Disrupt, Gorilla Biscuits, 
minor Threat, strife, and from time to 
time throw some thrash metal in for 
good measure.

This is not the type of metal—
chugga chugga, cookie monster 
vocals—that they call hardcore these 
days, but rather the true hardcore that is 
unapologetic in its simple expression of 
kick-you-in-the-teeth brazenness that 
demands you jump around and throw 
up a fist or two. after a slew of record 
releases on various underground record 
labels and a few member changes, these 
guys have been around long enough to 
get their point across.

Once again, in this sea of radio 
monotony, we here in lexington get to 
experience a band that truly expresses 
what it is like to feel angry about the 
world around us. Hopefully we will 
have more bands like this coming 
through our small town.

—Andrew Hibpshman

Monday, October 17

Jerad Finck
Buster’s; 899 Manchester. 9 P.M.

long ago, there was abraham, who 
begat marshall Crenshaw, who begat 
the Gin Blossoms and Toad the Wet 
sprocket, who begat matchbox 20 and 
John mayer’s first album, who begat 
Jerad Finck. and God looked down, 
surveyed all he had created, and said, 
“well, there’s always a market for it.”

Friday, October 21

The Compromise
Cheapside; 131 Cheapside. 9 P.M.

It’s unfortunate that these guys 
chose to call themselves what they did, 
because all I can think when I see the 
name is the great Rush lyric from “The 
spirit of Radio,” the one that goes, “But 
glittering prizes and endless compro-
mises / shatter the illusion of integrity, 
yeah.” Great lyric.

not all Rush lyrics are great, of 
course. Famously, from “The Trees,” 
there’s this: “But the oaks can’t help 
their feelings / if they like the way 
they’re made / and they wonder why 
the maples / can’t be happy in their 
shade.”

That’s an extended metaphor for 
something or other, but still: ugh. and 
this is beside the point. While the sort 
of musical compromise neal Peart 
wrote about in 1980 is exactly what 
I’m so angry about today, in the case 
of the Tennessee’s The Compromise, 
I think what must have happened is 
simply that we’re reaching, as rock 
‘n’ roll reaches social security age, a 
critical shortage of band names. It isn’t 
that all the good ones are taken, but 
most of them are, so upstart artists are 
scrambling to find unused words and 
phrases that 1) haven’t already been 
used by somebody else, and 2) don’t 
absolutely suck. and the latter crite-
rion seems to be optional for a lot of 
bands these days.

so, no, I don’t think The 
Compromise consciously compromise 
their music, and I imagine most of 
their fanbase couldn’t care less about 
their name, as long as they keep layer-
ing sweet, poppy melodies on authen-
tic indie-rock rhythms. see them 
Friday or saturday, as the Cheapside 
persists in their back-to-back booking 
scheme.

—BE

Greg Abate improvises at Natasha’s.

Didn’t we just run this picture? Again, then: These United States.

Hate Shrines open for In Defence at the Green Lantern.
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Local film happenings

Kentucker Audley discusses “Open Five” at the Kentucky Theatre.
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A native son finds filmmaking fortune
Audley proves that success is possible in a midsize city—even Memphis
By Lucy Jones

One of Tennessee’s most cel-
ebrated film directors has a name 
more evocative of that state’s neighbor 
to the north. Kentucker audley (nee 
andrew nenninger, for those who 
might remember his face from the halls 
of lexington Catholic) adopted the 
moniker when he claimed Tennessee 
as his new home.  “When I moved to 
memphis, I wanted to keep Kentucky 
with me,” explains the 29-year-old 
writer, director, and actor.

Indeed, audley has maintained his 
Kentucky roots. Recently, he proved 
Thomas Wolfe wrong by returning 
to his hometown of lexington for 
a screening of his third directorial 
feature, Open Five. The sixty-three 
minute, largely improvisational film 
was shown on september 27 at the 
Kentucky Theatre as part of the 2011 
Boomslang Festival.

Thom southerland, a lexington 
resident and accomplished filmmaker 
in his own right, had suggested the film 
as a perfect fit for the festival’s focus on 
new, independent, and cutting-edge 
artists.  Having first seen Open Five on 
the festival circuit while screening his 
own work, southerland was impressed 
by the raw candor of audley’s latest 
movie.

”The first time I saw it I was struck 
by the film’s patience, how Kentucker 
took his time telling his story,” explains 
southerland. “The underlying ten-
sion and emotional complexity kind of 
sneaks up on you. I think future gener-
ations will look at films like Open Five 
and other so-called ‘low-budget’ films 
as more honest, accurate depictions 
of our present times than a hundred 
Diablo Cody or aronofsky films.”

Mumblecore
It is this commitment to veracity, 

partnered with character driven story-
telling and the stripped down aesthetic 
of lower budget filmmaking, which has 
led film critics (fairly or not) to associ-
ate audley with the mumblecore film 
“movement.” For those not familiar 
with the term, mumblecore is a genre 
seemingly more defined by what it 
isn’t than what it is. unlike traditional 
Hollywood fare, a mumblecore picture 
eschews fancy set pieces, convoluted 
plot points, highly stylized direction, 
special effects and/or explosions (an 
amusing backyard firecracker scene in 
Open Five notwithstanding) in favor 
of a naturalistic approach to exploring 
character relationships.

as happens with any loose-knit 
conglomeration of similarly minded 
artists, the filmmakers associated with 
mumblecore have swiftly found them-
selves pigeonholed for the sake of media 
convenience. a recent Huffington Post 
article did everything short of anoint-
ing audley as mumblecore’s voice of 
the south, and glowing reviews of Open 
Five in The New Yorker and Variety 
couldn’t help but reference the film in 
relationship to its ascribed genre.

Of course, the already loose term 
has become increasingly diffused of 
meaning with every evolving entry 
into the perceived cinematic order.  
according to media definitions, mum-
blecore films are heavily dependent 
on improvisation (except when they’re 
not), are about twenty-somethings 
(except when they’re not), and utilize 
non-professional actors (except when 
they don’t). When aaron Katz’s latest 
film, Cold Weather, was heralded as 
mumblecore’s “first thriller,” the param-
eters of a genre previously marked by its 
dismissal of conventional plot structure 
became even more nebulous than they 
were before.

audley doesn’t mind being associ-
ated with filmmakers who he respects, 
but has always felt like he was on the 
fringes of what others deemed mum-
blecore. He also believes that the term, 
as a defining concept, is on the decline. 
“People still say the word, but I don’t 
think it’s being treated as a movement 
anymore.”

What interests audley is following 
his own filmmaking style, one which 
focuses on exploring how real people 
react to one another in (almost) real sit-
uations. “my first film, Team Picture, 
was scripted,” states audley. “But my 
last three films [the sequel to Open 
Five is in post-production] have been 
entirely improvised. my primary focus 
is to make films that feel real, even at 
the expense of story or a clear ‘point’.”

audley credits the ability to make 
the kind of films he wants, in part, 
on the early support and encourage-
ment of the memphis Digital arts 
Co-operative. The media co-op, born 
when the desire of a dedicated group of 
filmmakers aligned with the availabil-
ity of a free space in a neighborhood 
church building, was an organization 
for people interested in giving how-
to knowledge and hands on help in 
exchange for shared equipment.

“memphis Digital arts was very 
important in my life,” explains audley. 
“It was the first time I was around 
serious filmmakers who were actively 
pursuing a life of filmmaking. It was 
several things—a theater where we 
could show our work and get feedback 
and have premieres; it was office space 
where we could write and edit; (and) 
it was a meeting spot, where we could 
have workshops and meet and greets.”

A Lexington film co-operative?
Thom southerland has long 

believed that a similar model could 
work in lexington. Familiar with the 
success stories that have emerged from 
memphis Digital arts, southerland is 
interested in creating a lexington film 
co-operative where filmmakers can give 
their time (via class instruction and/or 
production support) in exchange for 
the use of shared equipment.

“lexington’s art scene is growing 
in many ways,” says southerland. “But 
we’re still in the mindset that luring 
Hollywood here with big budget films 
about horses is the only real filmmak-
ing—as if a film can only be made with 
thousands of extras, famous actors with 
large trailers, and lots of stressed-out 
looking people from bigger cities. But 
film, as much if not more than any 
medium, has been altered by the digital 
revolution. access to the tools of film-
making is no longer for the privileged 
few.”

southerland cites increased 
affordability and easier access to film 
equipment as an encouraging trend 
for local filmmakers. “It’s a great time 
for lexington to embrace this revolu-
tion. We can give people the tools to 
tell their stories here and share them 
with the world. The spirit of the co-op 
is one of artistic support mixed with 
hard work. We really are all in this 
together. The idea is to succeed on a 
more local scale. Find your audience 
here, and you will find it in larger ven-
ues eventually.”

audley agrees that memphis’ co-
operative model could have equal suc-
cess elsewhere. “It’s definitely possible 
in other cities. It could be any scope. It 
could start with three people. It could 
start as simply as borrowing each oth-
er’s equipment and making short films 
as exercises.”

audley’s support of a localized 
film community extends beyond pro-
duction. In order to be economically 
successful, films must be seen.  In this 
spirit, audley has been exploring out-
of-the-box distribution models that 
will allow local, independent films to 
be viewed nationally. His new website, 
nobudgefilms.com, arose from such 
a desire. On the site, for free or by a 
small rental price, films can be viewed 
by people who otherwise would not 
have access to them.

“I released my film, Open Five, on 
my website last fall and it was a success,” 
explains audley. “Five thousand people 
watched the film in three weeks, and 
we were covered by legitimate publica-
tions like The New Yorker. It was fine 
to host it on my personal website, but 
I thought it would have been a better 

experience if it felt more communal, if 
there were other films around. There 
weren’t any websites of this nature (that 
released films straight-to-internet) so I 
started one.”

When asked his criteria for select-
ing films for the site, audley explains: 
“I pick films that excite me, that feel 
fresh.”

By creating alternative film dis-
tribution methods, audley helps 
empower local filmmakers to remain 
in the communities that support them. 
“Hopefully, it becomes more and more 
possible to scrap by in mid-size cities. 
I love new york and l.a. but I don’t 
wanna live there.”

lexington, take notice.

Re:Play Screening at 
Loudoun House

loudoun House’s Re:Play exhibit, 
an installation of video works by 
contemporary artists using found 
media, will close on October 16. The 
final special event in the exhibit’s run, 
a co-production of the lexington art 
league and the lexington Film league, 
will be a screening of Craig Baldwin’s 
avant-garde masterpiece “mock up 
on mu.”  This feature length film is 
a narrative collage assembled from 
elements as varied as vintage home 
movies, nasa footage, b-movie sci-fi 
trailers, industrial films, and World’s 
Fair promotional videos. Described 
by the new york Times as “by turns 
absorbing, confounding, exhausting 
and altogether stranger and more rib-
ticklingly funny than most fiction,” the 
film takes on the “mostly true” story 
of California’s post-war subcultures 
with a special emphasis on the rise of 
scientology. The screening starts at 7:30 
P.m. on Thursday, October 13 and is 
free and open to the public. learn more 
at www.lexingtonartleague.org.

Horror Classics at the 
Kentucky Theatre

The Kentucky Theatre’s monthlong 
celebration of Halloween continues!  
Remaining screenings include “Jaws” 
(October 13-14), “an american Werewolf 
in london” (October 20-21), “night 
of the living Dead” (October 27-28), 
and “The Rocky Horror Picture show” 
(October 28-29). The first three films will 
be shown at 9:40 P.m. on Thursday and 
then at midnight on the following day. 
“The Rocky Horror Picture show” will, 
as one would hope and expect, screen 
exclusively at midnight. For more, visit 
www.kentuckytheater.com.

Community Cinema 
Screening at ArtsPlace

On Thursday, October 20, KeT 
will host a special screening of “Deaf 

Jam” at artsPlace on north mill street. 
The one hour documentary tells the 
story of aneta Brodski, one of the first 
deaf teenagers to participate in the u.s. 
national Poetry slam. The film fol-
lows Brodski’s journey from her early 
involvement with an american sign 
language poetry group to her ulti-
mate participation in spoken word on a 
national stage. The film, part of KeT’s 
monthly Community Cinema series, 
will begin at 6:30 P.m. and will be fol-
lowed by a discussion. There will be a 
brief reception preceding the screening 
at 6:00 P.m.  For more information on 
Community Cinema, please visit www.
ket.org/communitycinema.

“Legendary” World Premiere 
at the Kentucky Theatre

On Tuesday, October 25, the 
Kentucky Theatre will premiere 
the feature length documentary 
“legendary: When Baseball Came to 
the Bluegrass.” The film follows the 
lexington legends baseball team from 
their challenging inception in the late 
1990’s to their status as a community 
fixture in the present day. The docu-
mentary is the fourth directorial effort 
by Kentucky filmmaker michael Crisp, 
whose diverse earlier work has covered 
topics as serious as the 1958 Floyd 
County schoolbus disaster (“The Very 
Worst Thing”) and as lighthearted as 
the 1970’s lexington children’s televi-
sion program “Happy’s Hour” (“When 
Happy met Froggie”).  The screening 
will start at 7:30 P.m. and will be fol-
lowed by a Q&a. Panelists will include 
Crisp, producing partner scott Hall, 
recently retired legends’ CeO alan 
stein, and other team representatives 
tbd. There will be an after party at Trust 
lounge, the main street jazz bar that 
is owned by legends’ General manager 
andy shea. For more information on 
the film, you can visit Facebook and 
search for “legendary: When Baseball 
Came to the Bluegrass.”
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The Lexington Center Corporation operates the Convention Center and Rupp Arena, 
which underwent $50 million renovations in 2004.
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Sports

Steamboat Hollow (cont.)
continued from page 3

Rupp re-dos and sports event economics

Kentucky Rat Shed Radio
Where local first reaches from Harlan to Carrollton.

A reading and musical performance of the Kentucky River Watershed

Featuring the music, voices and words of Warren Byrom, Dan’l Boone, 
Beth Connors-Manke, Wes Houp, Danny Mayer, G.W. Ranck,
Gortimer T. Spotts and others

Tuesday, November 1, 6:00-8:00
John Lackey’s Homegrown Press Studio, North Limestone and Sixth

Tickets $25.

Fundraiser for
North of Center.

Limited Availability.

To purchase a ticket or 
make further inquiries, 
contact Danny Mayer at 
Mayer.Danny@gmail.com

Watching the river go by

Watching the river go by

Watching the river go by

        in the evening.

—John Hartford
Don’t worry Dallas. We’ ll give you the skinny about 
Rat Shed Radio on November 1.

I materialize with the river mist.” He 
motioned with his hand and cupped a 
palmful of vapor.

“What is it that you wanted to 
show me in the woods?” I asked. He 
turned and pondered the darkness 
behind him.

“nothing really. I just like stand-
ing over here. Those soybeans were 
chaffing my legs.” He stooped over 
and swept the back of his hand across 
his perfectly creased pant legs. “you 
know, you’re not the first Houp I’ve 
pulled out of rank to lecture. Back in 
’56 I pulled your father out of line at 
the Wilmore First national Bank. He 
was on furlough from Camp lejeune. 
Recognizing a fellow jarhead, I pulled 
him aside, asked his name, rank, outfit 
, what his plans were and offered some 
fatherly encouragement: ‘Well, son,’ I 
said, ‘as a marine you’ll never have to 
apologize for being in the army.’ and 
that’s the sort of thing I’d like to say 
to you.”

I stood in silence for moment. 
“But I’m not nor ever have been in the 
marine Corps. I do, however, enjoy war 
narratives. By trade, though, I’m just a 
lowly english teacher.” He scoffed and 
waved his arms.

“Of course you’re not a marine. 
a marine doesn’t stumble around in 
the fog like some nancy with slumped 
shoulders and a pocketful of hootch. 
my point is that you, your comrades 
and I share an obsession, a deep and 
abiding love of the river, and this obses-
sion puts you in the company of an elite 
group of past, present, and future river 
rats. Know, too, that your obsession 
with paddling the length of the river 
will exact a spiritual as well as physical 
toll. When it’s time to punch your card, 
you may find yourself, like me, haunt-
ing the river mist.”

By this time, I couldn’t tell if the 
moisture dripping from my brow was 
sweat or mist. not wanting to play 
the fool to such an august and worldly 
apparition, I nonetheless…did. The 

only words I could find were “Wow. 
That’s…uh… real good information.” 
no sooner than I had opened my 
mouth, the Colonel was gone in a swirl 
of mist and everything else went black.

Lost and found
When I came to, Danny and Troy 

were standing over me shining their 
headlamps in my face. “What hap-
pened to you? That last round of gin 
shots must’ve gone straight to your 
head,” Troy chortled as he helped me 
to my feet. We were standing in the 
middle of the soybeans, precisely where 
I’d first seen the Colonel rise from the 
mist.

“Where’d you guys disappear to? 
you won’t believe who I was just talk-
ing to.” I looked around in vain, while 
Danny and Troy looked at each other 
and then back at me.

Danny explained, “We just 
stopped back there to wait for lyle. 
you weren’t talking to anybody. you 
were standing here for a minute, and 
then you were down on the ground. 
We thought maybe you got sick or 
something and had to sit down.” They 
both laughed and shined their lights 
back to where lyle and Josh were 
admiring the cosmos through a break 
in the mist.

“Hey guys,” lyle called. “looks 
like the fog’s lifting. It’s near midnight. 
We’re heading back.” The fog was lift-
ing, but my mind was still thick with 
it. a heron squawked down by the 
river, spooked by something passing 
too close in the darkness. I decided it 
best to save my story for morning. sleep 
might bring some clarity.

Head to the web version of this story 
to hear a campfire song on Judge Dick 
Henderson’s 1775 legal theft of the land 
south of the Kentucky River. (More 
commonly known as the Dan’ l Boone 
brokered Watuaga Treaty, between the 
Cherokee Indians and the land corpora-
tion known as the Transylvania Land 
Company.) Trip to confluence of Red 
River concludes in the next issue...

North of Center is looking for inter-
ested sports writers and photographers 
to provide regular coverage and reports 
on the town’s diverse sports scenes. 
We are actively interested in writers to 
cover bike polo and disc golf.

Other sports coverage options 
include lexington Bocce league, 
Woodland Park skateboarding, latino 
baseball at Coolavin, Croquet on Clay, 
Creacy kickball games, Castlewood 
ping pong matches, alley cat races, soap-
box derbies, or any other sports event 

Help wanted: sports writers 
and photographers

you can convince us needs coverage.
We are interested in any ideas 

potential writers may have and are 
always on the lookout for celebrating 
the public sporting use of our public 
parks and lands. We are not seeking 
coverage of uK sports or anything to 
do with cornhole.

The paper has a rich tradition of 
solid local sports coverage from a variety 
of voices. Past coverage can be found 
archived on our web page’s sports 
section.

By Danny Mayer

If you want to know how the Rupp 
arena arts and entertainment District 
Task Force will shake out, look no 
further than a Friday, april 1, 20011, 
Lexington Herald-Leader editorial enti-
tled, “not just another pretty venue.” 
The editorial lays out all the basic talk-
ing points used by virtually every leader 
and writer covering the topic. It begins 
with three paragraphs duly noting that, 
yes, Rupp is already a world-class facil-
ity that is the envy of the basketball 
world, and that, yes, neither the replace-
ment nor the renovation of it should 
rank high on “Kentucky’s, lexington’s 
or the university of Kentucky’s [list of] 
most pressing needs.”

after making the brief case for why 
it is utterly useless and irresponsible to 
do anything at all to Rupp, the editorial 
spends the final 15 paragraphs rolling 
out the city and university’s sales pitch 
to the public, their plan for doing what 
they’ve just told you they shouldn’t do. 
Their idea is that a shitty project for the 
city, state and university can be securi-
tized into one giant super-shitty project 
that will magically turn profitable for 
all interested parties.

Coach Calipari, who gets paid 
$4 million dollars because he coaches 
in Rupp arena, and athletic Director 
mitch Barnhart, whose $700,000 sal-
ary rests entirely on Coach Calipari’s 
success on the court, both use the term 
“gold standard” to describe it. mayor 

Jim Gray and the design and develop-
ment crowd taking part in the Rupp 
arena Task Force prefer the phrase, 
“now’s the time to dream big.” This 
latter group aim to use uK’s misguided 
interest in committing public funds 
toward a quasi-private basketball team 
as leverage to secure development funds 
for the rest of the nearly 50 acre block 
surrounding Rupp. For city leaders, the 
imperative to create a downtown “event 
experience,” what Rupp Task Force 
chair Brent Rice defines as “a focus on 
what happens before, during and after 
an arena event,” is of vital concern to 
city development.

The Herald-Leader editorial favors 
the common sense economic ratio-
nale. “[m]oving lexington up the list 
of attractive places to live or start a 
company,” it argues, is potentially suffi-
cient reason for pooling large amounts 
of public money and resources into 
the creation of an arena, arts and 
entertainment District where hitherto 
one did not stand. In the official lan-
guage of economic policy, the tag line 
is “Rupp Opportunity Zone.”

and why not? The Rupp boondog-
gle is a win for all involved parties. In 
order to better attract 4 world-class bas-
ketball recruits a year, uK gets to shower 
their slice of public money onto a Rupp 
project that everyone but uK athletic 
association Boosters deem unnecessary. 
The city and state get to divert public 
money needed for real public infrastruc-
ture projects to attract a small group of 
“creative” types, a class of economic wiz-
ards who apparently circulate the globe 
on a monster endless summer quest 
for the perfect urban experience. City 
leaders get to atone for past mistakes in 
urban planning by paying top city dol-
lar to ensure the most up to date of best 
design practices—and to reap suitable 
rewards in the process.

99ers: Read your sports page
The verdict on large-scale public 

financial support for pricy downtown 
arena and entertainment districts is 
disappointing. The boosters running 
this show haven’t yet acknowledged it, 
but cities investing in such high cost 
leisure/entertainment infrastructure 
projects often find themselves in trou-
ble. Here’s a description by sports jour-
nalist Dave Zirin on london’s version 
of the Rupp Opportunity Zone and its 
connections to uprisings there this past 
summer, part of a number of summer 
uprisings throughout europe:

“[T]he Olympics aren’t a parallel 
operation to the mass civic unrest but 
an aggravator. as social services wither, 
the Olympics will cost upwards of 20 
billion pounds…ask the residents of 
Clays lane estate, in east london. 
Clay’s lane estate was the largest hous-
ing cooperative in the uK, and the 
second largest in all of europe. Over 

protests, Clay’s lane was demolished to 
make way for Olympic Facilities. The 
protests haven’t been heard, and we get 
riots, or, as Dr. King put it, ‘the lan-
guage of the unheard.’”

In Vancouver, host of the 2010 
Winter Olympics, sports infrastruc-
ture planning cost the city nearly a 
billion dollars. The city recently com-
pleted a 563 million dollar renovation 
at BC Place to house the Vancouver 
Whitecaps and BC lions. In 
Indianapolis, a place the task force vis-
ited, the city is paying $10 million per 
year to help the Indiana Pacers make 
rent on the Conseco Fieldhouse ($183 
million construction in 1999).

This figure is two-thirds of the 
entire cost to operate the building for 
the privately owned sports team.

The first of two public hearings has been 
set for 6 P.M., October 18, at Buster’s on 
Manchester Street.

Castlewood Neighborhood 
Association

Annual Potluck / Officers Election

Thursday, October 27 
6:30 pm at the Loudoun House
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Opinion

The ad that kickstarted a movement.
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young people taking the forefront of 
these movements to challenge authori-
tarian dictatorships. Their embrace of 
social media, which had been viewed 
with suspicion by many cultural critics 
in the West, demonstrates that effective 
social movement organizing is possible 
through social media technologies. 
The revolutions in Tunisia and egypt, 
as well as the courageous challenges 
of young protesters in the face of dra-
conian measures in all of the regional 
protests, inspired people around the 
world.

another primary inspiration was 
the spanish acampadas (camping, or 
temporary encampment) that began 
out of disgust for electoral politics as 
usual in spain and continued to spread 
and grow as the politics of occupy-
ing urban spaces interweaved with 
networking through social media. 
Beginning with several hundred peo-
ple on may 15, the spanish occupa-
tions increased into the thousands by 
the time of the may 25 elections and 
continues still today. These acampadas 
provided a model for the Occupy Wall 
street protests with their emphasis on 
occupying urban spaces through festive 
gatherings. Their emphasis on peaceful 
protesting, consensus decision-making, 
leaderless movements (or better yet an 
emphasis on autonomy, whereby all 
have the capabilities/responsibility to 
lead) and a push for Democracia Real 
Ya can be seen in the current Occupy 
protests.

although not as often cited as 
direct influences, but no doubt sig-
nificant, were the various latin 
american campesino land movements 
and the dramatic, successful, 2000 
Cochabamba resistance of citizens 
against foreign companies attempt-
ing to privatize and control all water 
resources in Bolivia.

What must be recognized here is 
that american social justice movements 
had lost their focus and been weakened 
by state repression. The various move-
ments centered upon environmentalist, 
anti-war and social/economic justice 
issues had faced state repression in the 
aftermath of 9/11, when the american 
Homeland security forces began iden-
tifying domestic activists as terrorist 
threats. Furthermore, the wide variety 
of important social justice issues tended 
to divide the force of these groups 
into a cycle of fractured attempts to 

create meaning through repetitive 
Washington, D.C. marches.

The rest of the world in their con-
tinuing fight for justice have provided 
us maps for once again speaking truth 
to power and claiming our respon-
sibilities as citizens in a democracy. 
The world has been waiting for us to 
wake-up and this may be our american 
autumn.

Birth of a movement: 
Americans join the world

When the Occupy Wall street 
occupation began on september 17, 
it was predominantly young people 
that gathered in the heart of america’s 
financial district. This made it easy 
for many to dismiss participants as 
hippies and naïve young college stu-
dents. surprisingly I found some of 
the most committed activists rejecting 
them because they did not have a set 
“program” as if they should be athena 
springing fully formed from Zeus’ 
skull. (Other, more cautious, activ-
ists declared that they needed time to 
develop their voices and that if people 
were concerned they needed to join 
with them in occupying Wall street or 
a location near them.)

The young activists’ determina-
tion in the face of increasing police 
brutality stunned many older progres-
sives out of their lethargy and softened 
many more conservative people to their 
message. Despite the corporate media’s 
near blackout on the issue the first 
week, word about the occupation was 
being spread through email, websites, 
youtube videos and social media.

It was during the second week that 
we saw the possibility for people to use 
social media technologies to amplify 
their voices and concerns when the 
corporate media wouldn’t give them 
a voice. In a few days of concentrated 
police brutality, america and the world 
saw videos of the highest ranking 
police officers (white shirts signifying 
the rank of lieutenant or higher) pep-
per spraying peaceful young women in 
the face, smacking heads of young men 
against vehicles, and mass arrests of 
peaceful protesters.

The message being communicated 
was very clear: the word had come 
down from the upper echelons to the 
ranking police officers: this must end 
now. The resounding response to these 
brutalities was more protesters joining 
the Occupy Wall street and the begin-
nings of solidarity protests in other 

Nation mobilizes (cont.)
continued from page 1 cities. By the time of the mass arrests of 

700 protesters on the Brooklyn Bridge 
on October 2, the slumbering, power-
ful new york unions decided that they 
would join with the protesters and 
many influential people began to join 
with the Wall st occupation providing 
statements of support.

The third week started with a video 
of Wall st executives coming out on 
their balcony to mockingly toast with 
champagne glasses the marching pro-
testers. It was a scene that etched in the 
minds of viewers the extreme hubris 
of the finance sector. They were liter-
ally fiddling like nero before the fires 
that were plaguing their empire. at the 
same time thousands of print copies of 
a new publication, Occupied Wall Street 

Journal, began to be distributed in new 
york. Readily available to anyone in the 
world as a PDF file online, on October 
9 the second issue was released, while 
the first issue was featured in publica-
tions from The Nation to the Business 
Insider.

In the meantime, we have seen 
the beginnings of a national and 
now global movement of solidarity 
Occupations and meetups to join and 
discuss this movement. The world has 
been wondering how long american 
citizens would remain quiet about the 
excesses of their corporate financed 
oligarchy. The question has at least 
been raised, and now we must answer 
whether this is truly our american 
autumn.

Occupy Main Street (cont.)
continued from page 1

Occupy Lexington Day 3. Crowds have increased each day of the protest.
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traffic on limestone and then against 
traffic again, turning east onto main 
and through the JP morgan Chase 
Bank Plaza, where between 6 and 10 
police officers circulate in small groups 
under the cautious surveillance of a 
couple circling bike scouts. later that 

night walking home from BCTC, I 
will approach it from the south and 
east, cutting across uK’s campus and 
up Rose to main street, now walking 
with traffic, and cross at the Kentucky 
Theater to make first contact: two 
humans and a bunch of signs.

The pathways start to pile on top 
of each other, angular vectors all lead-
ing to and from the same place. 3:00 
a.m. Day 1, leaving Occupy main 
street and making an excited beeline 
four blocks straight up mlK for home. 
5:18 P.m. Day Four, leaving south 
from home for a General assembly, 
down limestone against traffic, left at 
the courthouse and upon the encamp-
ment’s backside, esplanade, Jim embry 
manning the flank with a sign reading 
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs! By day five, on paper 
things begin to resemble a giant squid. 
my great tentacled circuits flail about 
the city, plug into a body that wraps 
around an entire city block in down-
town lexington, and funnel back out 
with the speed and force common to all 
newly tapped energy sources.

Coming into camp, you notice dif-
ferent things. your tarp is now in use, 
thrown over benches for a make-shift 
sleeping room; the food has been orga-
nized; a sign station appears; General 
assembly meetings grow from 20 to 30 
to 60 strong. a candidate for state gov-
ernor shows up. Curly fro’d John offers 
website creation. Tyler, a sustainable ag 
student at uK, helps teaching non-ver-
bal consensus decision-making. Bob, a 
homeless man in his fifties originally 
from massachusetts, starts spending 
the night regularly.

It is a slow growth, a hardening 
off amidst millions of tiny fall blooms. 
Ramona, a graduate of the BCTC 
Film Certificate program, begins film-
ing interviews on day one, editing and 
then posting them to youtube. steve 
from somerset photographs and pho-
tographs and photographs the early 
establishment of the station camp. His 
pictures capture several great shots of 
mike, a migrant organic farmworker 
on his way to a farm in michigan 
who provides an early burst of roman-
tic inspiring energy. Judy drops into 
General assembly, a white woman in 

her 50s who says she’s being harassed 
by a big bank, lingers for a while 
before drifting down main. Karen 
establishes guidelines for dealing with 
drunks who fuck with the occupiers 
on weekends. Jim and Freddie and 
Tonya work to diversity the move-
ment’s color. Harold—blue slacks, 
jacket, big hillbilly beard—sees the 

action while driving by, parks his vehi-
cle, and joins.

I am just one moving part, a jour-
nalist/participant drifting by on the fall 
tides, but by now this much should be 
clear. something is happening here in 
lexington, Ky, at the foot of the JP 
morgan Chase Bank.

General Assemblies nightly at 6:30. It’s a 
24/7 occupation, so you are always wel-
come. There is no bad time. Main Street 
at the corner of MLK: JP Morgan Chase.
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skull-and-crossbones emblem onto a 
roadside billboard advertising clean 
coal. unfortunately, the staples pulled 
out pretty quickly, but it stayed up for a 
few hours. The fun part was getting up 
in the middle of the night and climb-
ing up in the dark on the billboard cat-
walk. It’s scary and those billboards are 
a lot bigger than you might think.

I’ve since learned that rubber 
cement is a better way to attach images 
to advertising. The cement can be 
removed without damaging the under-
lying image. (much more information 
on billboard liberation, including some 
“how-to” tips, can be found on line.)

RJ CORMAN RAILROAD CO.
What got me thinking about 

Adbusters, Joe Camel and excessive out-
door advertising was the repainting of 
the railroad bridge on north Broadway 
around sixth street. If you have already 
seen it, you will know what I mean.

For those who haven’t seen it, the RJ 
CORman RaIlROaD CO. decided 
to take their dirty, greasy old railroad 
bridge, clean it up and paint it bright 

Branded world (cont.)
continued from page 2 red—and I mean bright red. To remind 

us all that they own the bridge, the com-
pany helpfully painted the words “RJ 
CORman RaIlROaD CO.” in three 
foot high white letters on both sides of 
the bridge. The message can be read 
from about a half mile away.

I think it’s great that RJ CORman 
RaIlROaD CO. is fixing up their old 
bridge. Other cities have made their 
historic bridges into landmarks: Think 
of the 1890’s-era Walnut street pedes-
trian bridge/walkway in Chattanooga 
near the Tennessee aquarium, or the 
famous Roebling suspension Bridge in 
Cincinnati that crosses the Ohio River. 
Cincinnati also has the Purple People 
Bridge, the old l&n Railroad bridge 
converted into a pedestrian bridge in 
2003, which is an enjoyable and healthy 
way fun to cross the Ohio River.

The RJ CORman RaIlROaD 
CO. bridge that now graces the main 
entrance into our town is but one 
of several newly painted RJ decals 
recently sprung around town. Two more 
lexington railroad bridges are turning 
RJ Corman red: on Old Paris Pike at 
dead man’s curve, and at an overpass on 
new Circle near liberty Road. another 

new Corman company building is going 
up at the intersection of West main and 
newtown Pike. This has brought five 
shiny red pieces of RJ Corman rail-
road equipment to the site, where they 
are now parked at the end of newtown 
Pike. They are so spotless, it looks like 
some kind of railroad museum.

For me personally, though, my 
RJ bridge has become somewhat of a 
lexington navigation landmark. When 
I tell people how to get downtown, I 
tell them go six blocks past the obnox-
ious red bridge.

Company founder Rick Corman, 
now seriously ill with cancer, built 
the nicholasville-based company into 
a very successful railroad behemoth. 
according to the company website, 
Corman started building his company 
in 1973 just out of high school with 
only a single backhoe. It’s an amazing 
success story. But still, shouldn’t there 
be some limits on how many times a 
local company can plaster its name—in 
three foot high letters—on bridges or 
highway overpasses?

Coda: public encounters at RJ’s bridge
as I was taking some photos of the 

CORman bridge on north Broadway, 
a very intoxicated man sitting under-
neath the bridge accosted me.

“man, you know what that is?” 
he said, pointing to the newly-painted 
bridge framework.

“That’s PIG iron. That’s PIG iron. 
Wont rust—ever!”

I told him I was writing an essay 
about the bridge for north of Center. I 
asked him what pig iron was: Is it dif-
ferent from steel?

He leaned into my face and pointed 
at the bridge again. “That’s what—
man, you don’t know shit! That’s the 
same thing they make battleships out 
of. and nuclear … nuclear … that’s 
PIG iron. Won’t rust ever.”

I asked him if he liked the new 
bridge. The painters did a very meticu-
lous job. even the pigeons seemed to 
have a new strut in their strut.

“RJ Corman—that’s HIs bridge. 
man, you don’t know shit!”

I tried to ask him a few more ques-
tions, but he obviously didn’t like me. 
He staggered and waved his bottle 
around. I tried to be polite and asked 
if he had been in the navy, but he 
became belligerent and began berating 
me: “you the biggest BaBy I ever met! 
you the biggest BaBy ever!”

Whelp, time to go!
as I turned to walk away, I noticed 

he was unzipping his fly. “I gotta take 
a PIss!” he announced to the world. 
as I got back into my car parked in 
the subway parking lot, I saw that he 
was urinating in public underneath the 
shiny new bridge.

I wish I would have gotten that 
photo. It would be perfect for Adbusters.RJ CORMAN RAILROAD CO.
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